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CONCRETE MIXERS.
I. Introduction.
The xiniversal use of concrete in engineering construc-
tion has resulted in the placing upon the market of a variety
of machines or devices for mixing the rraterials mechanically.
Each of these mixers employs distinct principles for meas-
uring and mixing the concrete in the desired proportions; and
the manufacturers naturally claim that the best results are
obtained by the use of their own machines. ?rhen selecting a
mixer best adapted to his class of work, the contractor may
be confused by the conflicting claims of the different manu-
facturers. It is the purpose of this thesis to classify these
machines, to delineate the advantages and drawbacks of each
type and to describe the essential features of several of
the mixers in use at present.
Concrete is a mixture of cement mortar, with gravel,
broken stone, or some similar material called the aggregate.
It is one of the most versatile materials used for construc-
tive purposes because of its adaptability to a variety
of important uses. Its use in the engineering world
is practically without limit, and every day finds this
material put to a new use in masonry construction. One
great advantage of concrete over the other kinds of masonry
is its monolithic nature and uniform strength. The proper
proportioning and mixing of the ingredients of concrete is of
utmost importance. The proportion should be chosen to

4secure least cost, greatest strength, and maximum density.
In order to produce perfect concrete, it is necessary that
the materials be thoroughly incorporated, and the aggregate
should be graded in size so as to reduce the voids to a
minimum.
It is a common but erroneous idea that concrete
only recently came into use as a material for construction.
It is not definitely known by what people concrete was first
employed. Examples of its use by the ancient races have
come down to us. In prehistoric times, people lived who
knew something about cement and its adaptability to construc-
tion work.
The ancient Egyptians used a hydraulic cement, made
of porous lava and containing a basic element somewhat simi-
lar to the Portland cement of the present day. The Romans
used hydraulic cements in the construction of their marvelous
highways, walls, and aqueducts; and many of their temples were
constructed in part of concrete in wooden forms in a similar
manner to that used today. The pools of King Solomon were
built of concrete and are still in use. In this country, the
use of cement and concrete was common among the Mound Builders
who boiled water in kettles of artificial stone in which clay
and calcium carbonate were the principle ingredients. In the
vanished civilization of Mexico, traces of concrete masonry
construction have been found.
During the retrogression of the Middle Ages, the
use of fiydraulic mortars gave way to that of fat lime and silt

5mortars. This inferior material was used until the revival of
the cement industry some thirty years ago. Thus it is seen
that concrete construction, though for a long time forgotten
is but a return to principles used in the ancient world.
However, these ancient users of concrete fell far short both
in the quality of their material and in their methods of con-
struction, as compared to the present day practices. The hi^
standards and specifications of the manufacture of cement
and its use in concrete construction at the present day have
been developed in the past thirty years. The discovery of
Portland cement and the combination of concrete with steel
reinforcement has brought about a new era in engineering con-
struction that bids to eclipse that of the steel Industry in
magni tude
.
At first all the concrete wis mixed by hand. In
this method, the materials are spread on a platform in the
desired proportions, turned over and mixed with shovels or
hoes, then wet and mixed again. When the building public
began to see the great advantages of concrete construction,
it was fo\ind impossible to mix the concrete by hand on account
of the slowness of the method and inferior quality produced.
Inventors set about to devise a mechanical mixer that would
beat the old style method in speed and quality of mixture
produced. Although the first mixers were crude in design, they
supplanted hand mixing, and the products of the various invent-
ors have been put upon the market.

6Whatever the type of mixer, the following feature should
be embodied in its design. To deserve that name, a mixer
must mix perfectly any and every kind of materials regardless
of the degree of moisture they contain. It is necessary in
any process that there be no separation of the fine and course
materials. The uniformity of the mixture is without question
the most important matter for consideration. To make good
concrete, it is absolutely necessary "to coat each particle
and grain of sand with cement, and to coal each piece of
aggregate with cement covered sand." In other words, a mixer
should produce perfect concrete whether the paterials are fine
or course, dry or wet.

7II. Types of Mixers and General Comments.
All concrete mixers may be classified in two general
types: Batch Mixers and Continuous Mixers.
The Batch Mixer receives a certain amount of the material
designated as a "batch" and containing the desired propor-
tions of cement, sand, and aggregate. The proportioning is
usually done by hand. The batch is put into a mixing chamber
called the drum, and undergoes the process of mixing. The
mixing chamber is constructed in the form of a cube, or a
cylinder, or a double cone, that revolves about a horizontal
axis. In some of the machines, steel blades are bolted to
the interior periphery of the drum to aid in the mixing pro-
cess. The batch is discharged from the drum by an inclined
chute without stopping the machine, or by tilting the mixing
chamber on its horizontal axis. A part or the entire batch
may be discharged as desired.
All Continuous Mixers except the Gravity type have a
device for proportioning the materials automatically and feed-
ing them to the mixing chamber in a steady stream. The con-
crete is discharged in a steady stream, or collected in a
chamber at the end of the mixing trough and discharged at
intervals when needed. Continuous Mixers may be further class-
ified into Power Mixers and Gravity Mixers,
In the Power Mixer, the materials are forced along a
horizontal or inclined mixing trough by a screw or by revolv-
ing paddle blades, or is mixed in its passage through a long

8horizontal box, square or cylindrical in cross section, which
revolves about a horizontal axis.
In the Gravity Mixer, the materials are mixed in falling
through a vertical or inclined box by striking against rods
or in deflecting from inclined projections in the interior of
the trough. As the use of the gravity Mixer is exceedingly
limited and the quality of the concrete much inferior to that
produced by machines of the other types. Gravity Mixers will
not be treated further in this thesis.
Concrete mixers are subject to the hardest kind of usage,
and are often operated by laborers who know little about mach-
inery. It is therefore essential that they be well constructed
of high grade materials,* durability and simplicity are of
great importance. Concrete mixers should ta ve the smallest
number of running parts consistent with good mixing, and no
light or complicated parts that can not endure the strains
of steady and regular work. Economical maintenance and opera-
tion are features that make low cost of producing concrete
possible. The fewer men and lower power required the less the
cost of producing concrete. Lightness and strength of con-
struction are a valuable combination in a portable machine.
In any concrete mixer, all moving parts and the parts
that come in actual contact with the materials will be gradu-
ally worn away, and in time must necessarily be removed. Such
parts should be made as durable as possible and at the same
time inexpensive and easily replaced.
Under ordinary conditions, it will cost from eight to

ten cents per cubic yard to mix concrete ivith machines when
the iiaterials are hand proportioned and the mixed concrete is
bom away in carts or wheelbarrows. With machine feeding
and power transportation it is claimed that the cost need
not exceed five cents per cubic yard.
For average conditions, the difference in cost between
hand and machine mixing 3s about twenty cents per cubic yard.
A concrete mixer should be used when the cost of setting up
and removing the outfit is less than the difference in cost
between hand and machine mixing. As a general rule, it is
uneconomical to employ hand mixing when the amount of concrete
exceeds 150 or 200 cubic yards. On the other hand, it is not
always economical to operate a single mixer having too large
a capacity. By using more than one mixing plant, the work
can be better distributed and the concrete produced at a less
cost.
Three kinds of power outfits are used to drive concrete
mixers. Each has its advantages under certain conditions.
The kind of drive that will do the work most economically
under givenconditions is an important factor to consider in
selecting a mixing outfit.
A gasoline engine may be used advantageously with the
smaller machines which are moved frequently, as the mixer may
be started quickly upon reaching the work.
On construction jobs where the power required is inter-
mittent, the use of a motor will be found economical, as the
saving made when the motor is not running is considerable.
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The power is always available on a moment's notice. Motors
are portable, easily set up, require small housing, and very
little attention.
A steam engine will prove an advantage in districts
where an electric current or gasoline are not easily obtain-
able.
There are two simple tests which may be applied to any
mixer to determine the uniformity of the mix. One of these
consists of adding a few pounds of red lead to an ordinary
batch of concrete auid allowing it to undergo the customary
mixing process. If the red lead appears in streaks or spots
throughout the mix, it is an indication that the concrete is
not uniformly mixed.
A simple but severe test for a mixer is to allow the
materials to be mixed dry and noticing the color after they
are discharged. If the mixture is not uniform in color, the
materials have not been well mixed.
In order to prevent the contractor's plant from lying
idle, and also allowing contractors for steely brick^ and timber
construction to have the advantage in winter work, it has been
necessary to develop some system whereby concreting can be
done safely in freezing weather. Combined heaters and mixers
have been placed upon the market, but have not met with great
success. The life of these machines is short owing to the
high temperatures used to heat the materials. It also requires
a longer time to mix the materials when they are heated dur-
ing the mixing process. Concreting in freezing weather has
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been done economically by heating the materials in half cylin
drical or conical steel vessels and mixing them in ordinary
mixers.
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III. Batch Mixers.
The first batch machine used for mixing concrete was
a hand operated cubical box of wood andiron with a horizontal
shaft running through two diagonally opposite corners. A
door was placed in one side through which the charge was put
and the batch of mixed concrete emptied. To discharge the
mixer, the box had to be stopped while the door was at the
bottom; and to cliarge it, the box was turned until the door
came to the top. In spite of the mechanical crudeness of this
machine, it gave an insight into the possibilities of the
machine mixer and its superiority over hand mixing.
In trying to improve the first mixer, the inventors have
solution
followed two different roads to the/. Some have clung to the
cubical mixing box, while others have substituted cylindrical
or conical drums for the cube. The adherents of both types
have succeeded in constructing mixers that have proved satis-
factory.
As it has been pointed out in the introduction, that the
strength of concrete depends upon the degree of thoroughness
with which the materials are mixed, the mixing action of the
different types of drums will be analyzed.
Under the first type will be included the cubical, polygo
clover leaf, and all drums that mix tie materials without the
aid of inside blades or scoops. In this type the concrete is
mixed by a kneading action. As the drum revolves, the angles
of the sides are constantly changing and the batch is repeated
ly folded and squeezed in a manner quite similar to a cook
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kneading dough for bread. The revolving sides carry up a
portion of the mass and fold it over. Concurrent with the
kneading action, the whole batch is thrown to the right and
left of the centre plane by the sudden <iianges in the inclina-
tion of the sides of the drm.
The second type consists of all revolving drums having
blades and scoops riveted to their interior peripheries to
assist in the mixing action. Unlike the first type, the
batch is not mixed as a unit, but is carried up in parts by
the blades and showered onto the part remaining at the bottom
of the drum. Blades are set at the ends of the drma and plaoed
so as to throw the materials crosswise and into the shower of
material from the top of the drum.
Tests have been made upon concrete cubes, the materials
of which have been mixed by both methods outlined above, and
it has been demonstrated that either type of drum is capable
of uniform mixing. The United States Government engineers
seem to have a preference for the cube mixers, while the second
type has met with widespread popularity among the contractors.
A third type of mixing drum has been used on a few mixers.
This type consists of a drum which remains stationary while
the mixing is done by a revolving shaft on which is keyed
paddles or blades. The mixing is accomplished by the chopping
and stirring action of the revolving blades. This type of drum
is easily kept clean, as all parts of the interior periphery
are covered by the blades during a revolution of the shaft,
keeping it free from any accumulation.
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Batch mixers may be further classified as tilting and non-
tilting, according to the method used in discharging the mixed
concrete. In the tilting mixer, the batch is discharged by-
tilting the drum and allowing it to flow out. The non-tilting
mixer discharges by an inclined chute which extends into the
interior of the drum and catches the concrete as it falls frcm
the blades at the top.
The selection of the kind of discharge is largely a mat-
ter of individual preference. The tilting mixer will discharge
the entire batch at one operation, or a part of it, as desired.
The non-tilting mixer discharges in a steady stream, and by
withdrawing the chute, the delivery is made intermittent. The
adherents of the tilting type maintain that tilting is the
quickest and best way to empty a mixer drum, just as it is
the quickest and best method of emptying a water pail. On
the other hand, it requires more power to tilt a drum containing
several hundred pounds of wet concrete. The non- til ting type
has met with considerable popularity on jobs requiring inter-
mittent delivery of the concrete. A machine that does not have
to be tilted can be mounted low between the frames, with cor-
respondingly low charging hoppers.
The mixing drums are made either of cast steel or riveted
sheet steel. As a rule, a cast drum will outwear one made of
plate steel as the walls are thicker and there are no rivets
to work loose. When not in use, a sheet steel drum will rust
faster than a cast metal drum) on the other hand, a sheet steel
drum is considerably lighter than a cast drum and is much less
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liable to crack or break.
On some drims, the driving gear is located at or near
the centre; and in others, it is near the ends or is cast in
one piece with the druim heads. There are two advantages in
having the gear at the centre. The central drive to the drum- !
ring prevents twisting of the drum, unequal wear on the roll-
ers, and the central support of the drum upon the main rollers
gives strength to the drum where it is most needed. The driv-
ing and tracker surfaces are protected from sand grains by
their location on the central drum ring, at the maximum dist-
ance from both the feed and discharge ends. A double gear pro-
duces a better balanced drive, and in case either gear is broken
the remaining one will operate the mixer. A driving gear cast
in one piece makes a more substantial form of construction, but
in case a tooth is broken, the segmental gear can be repaired
at less cost.
It is very important that all corners and angles of the
drum be well rounded. This prevents the materials from clogg-
ing and renders the drum more easily cleanable.
Considerable attention should be given to the perfect
alignment of the drum and rollers, as this is essential for
smooth running. Wear in the runways and rollers has been an
Important factor in mixer troubles. The constant vibration and
revolving of the drum wears the roller shafts and permits the
drum to get out of alignment, resulting in increased friction,
imperfect lubrication, and excessive wear on the rollers and
runways. To avoid this defect, some of the manufacturers have
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replaced the fixed roller bearings by some self-aligning
method as is used on railway trucks.
Concrete mixers should be mounted on rigid frames so that
it will not be necessary to block up a portable machine when
the mixing is started. A short wide frame is more rigid and
subject to less vibration than a long narrow one. An all
steel frame is superior to a wooden one in strength and durabil-
ity.
The capacity of a batch mixer may be increased as much as
fifty per cent by the use of a power loading skip. The mater-
ials may be fed into the power skip from the ground level by
shovels or wheelbarrows. The charging bucket of a power skit>
should be made short, wide, and low pivoted, this permits the
use of a compact hoisting frame without supporting feet. It
is not necessary to have additional braces to support the frame;
nor should it be necessary to disconnect any part of the outfit
before moving the mixer. With a low pivot, the bucket can
be raised with less power, and it discharges more freely as
it can be raised to a vertical position. All corners of the
bucket should be rounded so that the material will flow readily
into the drum.
An automatic water tank is the most practical method of
having the proper amount of water enter each batch.
As it is difficult to reach the interior of the mixing
drum, batch mixers require a little attention to keep them
free from accumulations of concrete in the corners. The blades
on the interior of the drum should be raised a half inch to
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allow water to circulate \inder them and prevent the angles formed
by the blades and the shell from getting clogged. Before
stopping at noon and night the mixer should be cleaned by throw-
ing crushed stone into the drum with plenty of water and allow-
ing the machine to run for a few moments.
There are three objections to a batch mixer: (1) If not
under constant supervision, the concrete can be discharged be-
fore it has had time to be thoroughly mixed; (2) The dry mater-
ials are charged into the drum that has been wet by the proceed-
ing batch. Under this condition there is a tendency for the
cement to form in lumps before it has had a chance to mix with
the sand; (3) Measuring out the ingredients for the concrete is
intrusted to a gang of laborers with such uncertain units as
wheelbarrows.

IS
THE KOEH«IGU MIXER.
The Koehring ^ixer is manufactured by the Koehring
Machine Company at Milv7aukee, Wisconsin. The mixer is of
the ordinary drum type with a two-piece pivoted discharge chute.
The drum is cylindrical in form with cast heads
and a central shell of boiler plate steel. The drum heads,
runway, and gear at each end of the drum are cast in a single
piece of metal produced by a Koehring secret process. Around
the central openings are flangs or splash rings to prevent
spilling. The buckets and blades are made of malleable iron.
At the center of the interior periphery of the
drum (See Fig. 2) is an annular row of lo7/, flat buckets,
alternating with diagonal mixing blades, which are arranged
to carry the material alternately to each end of the drum.
The buckets cut through the contained material at the bottom
and carry portions of it up and pour it from the side. The
mixing blades also carry the material up and discharge it
alternately from and to end. The material carried up by
the buckets and blades, falls on the discharge chute and
flows off the inner end in a shower or sheet as shown in Fig. 3.
The discharge chute is made in two pieces. The
outer end is fixed and the inner end is made pivotal. The
chute is made of heavy steel plate in order that it will not
bend out of shape.
The tv.o rollers on each side of the drum are
carried on a single shaft, and the shaft rotates with the

Mixer mounted on Trucks with Steam Power, Batch Hopper Bin and Water
Measuring Tank, discharge side showing position of discharge chute
when in mixing action and manner of housing gears.

Cut-away view of the Koehring drum illustrating the heavy rounded cast
drum heads, the arrangement of the mixing blades and scoops, and
showing the discharge chute in discharging position.
Cut-away view of the Koehring drum, illustrating the Koehring matchless
three-in-one principle in mixing. Note how the discharge chute
when in mixing position aids in the mixing operation.
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rollers. The shaft tearings are "bahbltted and are made of
ground steel. The faces of the trunnion rollers are chilled.
The truck is of the three point suspension type and is made of
heavy steel.
Weight Ihs. Output Over all Over all
Without Pov;er Cubic Yards length Width
per hour inches inches
1500 4 86 60
3520 14 130 62
6325 36 151 90
The Chicago Mixer.
The Chi(!ago Mixer is manufactured by the Chicago
Concrete Machinery Company at Chicago, Illinois. The mixer
drum is cylindrical in form and the concrete is discharged
by a pivoted chute (Fig. 4)
Four scoop-like blades are riveted to the inner
periphery of the drum (Fig. 5) The shell of the drum is
set in a simple gray iron ring, which carries both the tracks
for the supporting rollers and the gear teeth of the driving
mechanism. The projecting drum ends protect the running
parts from concrete and grit.
The blades in the interior of the drum gather up
the materials nnd pour them to the center. The mixing is
accomplished by the particles in the mass rolling past and
against each other. The leaping action at the bottom of the
drum produces a rolling motion back to the sides of the cylinders
To discharge the mass, the inclined chute is swung

No. 23 Chicago Mixer on skids with engine.
Chicago Mixer Drum.
5
Frame of Chicaeo Mixer.
Automatic Water Tank.
ng. 7
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on its point until it reaches the interior of the drum and
receives the material as it falls from the buckets at the
top of the drum. If it is not desirable to discharge the
entire batch, simply vjithdrav.' the chute,
.The frames of the smaller sizes are made entirely
of steel (Pig. 6) but on the larger sizes, the steel frame
rests on wood sills. The gears are carefully housed to ex-
clude all dirt and particles of sand. The rollers are set
in a heavy frame of Z - bar steel, stiffened by angle-iron
cross-bars. Any kind of power or charging device desired is
furnished
.
Weight without Output Over all Over all
Power lbs. ou. yds. hr. length -Vidth
1605 # 8 5'- 6" 4' - 4"
2510 # 16 8'- 0" 5' - 6"
4900 # 38 8'- 8" 5' - 9^"
The Smith Mixer,
The Smith Mixer is manufactured by the T. L.
Smith Company at Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The mixer is of the
tilting drum type with a double-conical mixing drum resting
in a V-shaped cradle (Fig. 8)
The drum is supported by main rollers located
at the bottom of the cradle. Its alignment is preserved by
six guide-rollers. The central ring carries the gear teeth
of the driving mechanism, and furnishes the track for both
main and guide rollers. The two steel cones that form the
drum are riveted to this central ring. The cones are pro-
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vided with removable linings to reinforce the shell at the
points where the falling materials cause the greatest wear
upon the drum. Blades are riveted in V-shaped sets on the
inner surface of the drum at an angle to its central axis (Fig. 10),
The mixing blades cut into, turn over, and force
the material to the center of the drum. At the center of
the drum, the mass is pressed through the restricted openings
between the converging blades, the particles being crowded
and rubbed past and between each other.
The mixer discharges by tilting while running.
The small sizes are tilted by means of a hand lever and the
large sizes by a reversible pov^er tilt. The batch may be
discharged in part or at one operation by varying the amount
of tilt of the drum. Automatic devices prevent the drum
from, tilting too far. The mixer can be easily tilted by
a boy.
The frame is made entirely of steel. The power
is transmitted by a miter gear upon the main driving shaft,
to a spur-bevel gear upon the cross shaft, '-^'he bearings for
the main and cross shafts are bushed with journal bronze.
All roller tracks are machined.
Output
Cu. yds. hr.
9
16i
37
7.'eight v;ithout
power lbs.
2380
3920
6750
over all
length
over all
width
7'
- 0" 5' - 6"
8'
- 3" 6' - 8i"
10' - 5" 8' - E"
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The Milwaukee Mixer.
The Milwaukee mixer is manufactured by the
Milwaukee Concrete Mixer and ilachinery Company at Milwaukee,
"'isconsin. The drum is spheroidal in form (Fig. 12) and a
pivoted chute discharges the concrete.
The drum of the mixer is made of tv,'o semi-steel
castings, v;ith machined faced flanges bolted together (Fig 1£)
The sprocket segments are bolted to these flanges at the same
operation. The drum is free from corners or angles. The
trackers are placed near the center of the drum where little
concrete or dirt will lodge on them, and they are machined to
insure good aligment.
The spheroidal drum embodies the feature of the
cube and double cone types, of throwing the materials towards
the center.
The discharging chute (Fig, 13) extends into the
center of the drum so as to catch the flow of concrete from
the mixing blades. Ifeny mixers with fixed discharge chutes
will not give a uniform discharge for both dry and wet mixtures.
The dry material will discharge at a higher angle and the wet
material at a lower. The Milwaukee chute can be raised or
lowered so as to catch the flow under all conditions.
The drum is driven by a center chain belt drive.
The frame is all steel construction (Fig. 14) and a steel plate
covers the frame where the power is mounted. A self-oiling
device is usBd for the tracker wheels and the cable drum of
the hoisting bucket. By pulling a lever on the water tank,
the desired amount can be secured. The quantity is regulated
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by means of a simple set screw. The mixer is easily equipped
with a hoisting bucket, batch hopper, or standard hopper; and
any kind of power may be installed.
Output Weight without over ell over all
cu, yds, hr. power lbs. length v;idth
inches inches
4 2000 92 48
20 . 5500 144 72
40 7000 152 78
The Schaefer Mixer.
The Schaefer Mixer is manufactured by the
Schaefer Manufacturing Company at Berlin, Wisconsin. The
mixer is of the standard batch type (Fig. 15) with a cylin-
drical drum and pivoted discharge chute (Fig. 16)
The drum is constructed of tank steel, and the
rings are cast serai-steel turned inside and out. The rings
are riveted to the shell, and the shell is riveted to the
flanged heads. The blades are made of tank steel and ere
bolted to the drum (Fig. 17) A drip-ring is fitted on the
opening to prevent the concrete from spilling.
The discharge chute is operated by a lever, and
a bell crank lever motion enables the chute to enter the drum
without interfering with the mixing blades. The chute mechanism
automatically locks itself. In the mixing position, the dis-
charge chute prevents the materials from spilling oat the dis-
charge opening.
the mixing blades throw the materials toward the
center of the drum and then to the discharge side of the drum.

Steam Mixer with Power Hopper.
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The lifting cups carry the material to the top of the drum
and drop it against the discharge chute in the mixing position.
Upon strikin.q the chute, the rjiaterial is deflected hack to the
center of the drum, and this process is repeated until the con-
crete is mixed.
The frame of the Schaefer Mixer is very sub-
stantially huilt (Fig, 18). The frame is made entirely of
steel, and all joints are machined and fitted vdth machine
bolts to make them rigid. The frame is of a semi-steel,
and the drum rollers are chilled charcoal iron, 'i'he engine
is directly comiected to the drum, thereby eliminating
one set of gears and JcurnF.ls. The mixer can be equipped
readily Vv'ith a power hopper, automatic water tank (Fig. 19)
batch hopper (Fig. 20), and stean, gasoline, or electric power.
Output Weight without Over all Over all
cu, yds. hr. power lbs. length width
6 1600 98 inches 56 inches
16 3300 1£8 " 60 "
38 5500 156 " 60 "
The Foote Mixer.
The Foote Mixer is made by the Foote Man-
ufacturing Company at lidunda, ilew York. The mixer is of the
standard batch type having a double conical drum with a rotary
chute discharge (Fig. 21),
The drum is made of sheet steel, and is supported
on four rollers with specially hardened surfaces. Two cone-
shape sections are riveted together at their inner edges.
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forrainp; the center of the drum (Fig. 22). The outer edges
are set into the large iron heads V7hich are cast in one piece
v;ith the drum gear and runv/ays on which the drum revolves.
The cone-shaped drum has an advantage in that it can he mounted
low between the frames. This permits lower charging hoppers
than on cylindrical drum mixers.
Steel wings riveted to the interior of the
drum (Fig. 22) assist in mixing the materials. Six wings,
placed diagonally in the charging side of the drum, pick
up and propel the materials towards the center of the drum.
IPhese wings also set up a cross-action of the materials.
Addional mixing is obtained by the materials falling in a
spray-like miction from the inverted discharge chute when in
the mixing position.
By means of the rotary discharge chute, the
mixed batch may be discharged wholly or in part. It is claimed
that a full batch can be discharged from the largest size
mixers in ten or fifteen seconds. This discharge chute is
suspended by an arm casting in front of the discharge opening,
and rotates in a half circle. The discharge may be shut
off by rotating the chute which inverts the trough on the
inside of the drum throwing it to one side where it assists
in the mixing action.
The frame is constructed of steel I-beams,
The automatic water tank (Fig. 25) is easily operated and
can be quickly adjusted to secure any amount of water desired.
The loading ship (Fig. 24) can be loaded at the ground with-
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out platforms. The gasoline machines are equipped with
removable steel housings and a friction olutch for starting
the enf?ine independently of the mixer.
Output
ou, yds. hr,
7
12
30
Weight Without
Power Ihs.
2700
4000
5000
Over all
inches
117
141
153
Over all
inches
60
72i-
84
The Ransome Mixer.
The Ransome Mixer is manufactured by the Ransome
Concrete Machinery Company at Dunellen, IJew Jersey, The mixer
drum is cylindrical (Fig. 25)and non-tilting. The concrete
is discharge by means of a simple chute.
The drum is made of rolled steel plate with
wide-faced machined castings for the traction surfaces. A
steel plate drum is lighter then an all cast drum. The
blades are bolted to the interior of the shell (Fig. 26) and
are provided beneath and at the ends with water clearances
which assist in thorough cleaning.
The mixing action is a combination of rolling
and grinding contact. The materials are thrown to the center
of the drum by blades on the charging side. The V-shaped
blades carry part of the materials up and pour them into the
materials at the bottom.
The whole batch or only a wheelbarrow load is
readily discharged at will. The discharge chute is operated
by a lever.
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The driving gear is cast in one piece with one
of the traction rings. The journals are of the solid babbitted
type. The truck is made of hard pine reinforced by steel
squaring plates (Pig. 27). -^'he journal boxes are bolted
to these plates. A steel plate serves as a base for the
engine and boiler. The overhead frame is so constructed
that a feed chute, fixed hopper, pivot hopper, or sliding
pivot hopper may be installed when desired, by means of a
few bolts. AIL pinions and gears are cast steel. The mixers
are equipped v;ith a water tank (Fig, 28 ) operated by a lever.
A turn of the lever raises or lowers the flexible hose and
regulates the water supply.
Output IVeight without Over all Over all
cu, yds, hr, power lbs, length width
inches inches
7 2126 115 56
18 4200 121 62
40 7400 • 126 79
The Chain Belt Mixer.
'^'he Chain -Belt lalixer is manufactured by the
Chain Belt Company at Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The mixer is of
the standard batch type with cylindrical drum and pivoted
chute discharge (Pig, 31),
The drum is made vvith rounded corners (Fig, 32)
and should not be troublesome on account of accumulation of
concrete. '^'he drum is made of a special mixture of semi-
steel and is cast in two pieces. The mixing blades are made
of one quarter inch steel and are bolted to the drum (Pig, 33)
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The blades ere raised to allow a free passage of water be-
tween them and the drum.
The materials are oarrieo by the blades and
fall in a spray upon part of the materials thrown cross-wise
through the drum. The materials ate then carried up by the
discharging buckets end fail on the discharge chute in the
mixing position (Pig, 34 ). This throws the material back
to the center of the drum, and the process is repeated until
the concrete is mixed.
The discharge chute is made of vSteel and is
hinged to a collar bolted to the framework. It is operated
by a simple arrangement of levers. 7/hen the chute is in
the discharge position (Fig. 35 ) the concrete is carried
up by the buckets in the bulged part of the drua and dropped
into the chute. The manufacturers claim that the bulge in-
creases the capacity of the drum, forms anatural pocket for
the elevating bucket to ride in, and shortens the time in
which a batch can be diecharged as compared with a mixer
having a straight bottom drum.
The frame is constructed entirely of steel
channels and angles. It is wide and well braced and it is
not necessary to block up the frame before starting the mixer.
Chilled semi-steel rollers equipped with bronze bushings,
support the drum. The mixer is equipped with a chain belt
drive, and no gears are used for power transmission. It is
claimed that the chain drive runs very smoothly and efficiently.
The batch hopper and power loader can be used interchangeably



and either can be substituted for the other very readily.
The automatic vyater tank is shovm in (Fig. 36)
Output Weight v;ithout Over all Over all
ou« yds. hr.
.
power lbs. length width
inches inches
ei 3200 129 53
15 6200 141 66
30 8200 152 67
The March-Capron Mixer,
The March-Capron Mixer is made by the Itorch-Capron
Manufacturing Company at Chicago, Illinois. The mixer is of
the standard batch type and is the only mixer furnished with
either tilting or pivoted chute diecharge. See (Figs. 37 & 38)
The drum is made of a special mixture of semi-steel
olaimes to be of great strength and toughness. The drum is
cast in tv»o parts that are machined to fit accurately and
bolted together. The heads are well rounded to prevent the
materials from clogging. The mixing blades and buckets are
made of heavy steel and are secured to the drum by round head
bolts. See (Figs. 39 and 40). The tilting drum is shown in(Fig.41
The mixing action consists of an end-to-end as well
as the lifting and pouring action. The shower of material
falling from the top of the drum is mixed with the part tha^;
is being thrown longitudinally across the drum,
A typical chute is used to receive the mixed con-
crete from the elevating buckets and discharge it in any de-
sired quantity. The tilting mixer is discharged by means

MARSH-CAPRON TILTING MIXER 43
Shown with Standard Charging Spout and Steam Power.
Marsh-Capron RAIL-TRACK Mixer with SIDE LOADER ON
^ GROUND
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of a hand lever.
Steel or v/ood frames are furnished at the buyer's
option. The main driving gears is made of semi-steel and cast
in segments. The drum rollers are flanged and made of chilled
semi-steel. Two rail—tracks are fastened to the drum and rest
on the flanged rollers. Holler hearings are used on the
flanged wheels. The mixer is equipped with an automatic
water measuring tank, and any kind of charging device or
power will be furnished when desired.
Nnn — ti t,! inx> rri 'vpt'ci
Output Weight without Over all Over all
6u. yds. hr. power lbs. length width
inches
13 3080 9' - 6" 66
20 3620 10' - 2" 72
S3 4895 11 • - 6" 78
Tilting Mixers.
Output '.Veight without Over all Over all
ou. yds. hr. power lbs. length width
11 2310 127 66
20 2750 159 79
23 3520 170 79
The Standard Mixer.
The Standard IJixer is manufactured hy the
Standard Scale Supply Company at Chicago, Illinois. The mixer
is built low so that it can be charged directly from barrows.
requiring only slightly inclined runv/ays (Fig. 29). The Standard
Mixer is especially adapted to portable work as the platform

Fig. 23
Cut-away View showing Details of Construction of "The Standard" Drum.

is portable with the outfit. It is a batch mixer of the non-
..
tilting type.
The drum is made -ith flanged steel heads riveted
to the shell of rolled plate steel. The shell is reinforced
with two heavy rint^s with flares for the rollers and geared for
driving. In the interior of the drum are diagonal mixing blades
which are riveted to the shell (Fig. 30). The drum is sup-
ported by trunnion rollers which tread against the flare of
the rings.
Some of the blades throw the materials to the
sides where they are acted upon by bther blades placed at an
angle in the sides, producing a longitudinal, or end-to-end,
mixing in addition to the pouring action from the rotation
of the drum.
When ready to discharge, a shaft carrying a door
is turned by a handle so that the door drops down,jClosing the
space between the head and the discharging end and a blade
parallel with the head at the inner edge of the door. This
forms a pocket which conveys the mixed concrete into the
discharging chate.
The frame is made of steel or wood as specified,
with a timber charging platform mounted on the truck. The
drum is rotated by pinions raeshnng into the gear bands. One
gear-band and one roller -band are built on the smaller size
drums, v;hile two bands are built on the larger sizes. An
automatic water tank is furnished with all sizes.

Output Weight without Over all Over all
cu, yds. hr. power Its. length width
5 1700
16 2900
30 6000
The Hlms Mixer.
The Uims Mixer is manufactured by the Eims
Conorete Machinery Company at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. It i
a unique raixer in having a double cubical drum (Fig- 52).
The concrete is mixed in hatches, but the materials are
proportioned by an automatic measuring machine. The manufac-
ture claim that this method of proportioning the materials
is more rapid and accurate than that of hand proportioning
by ignorant labors v/ith shovels and v/heel-barrows
«
The double cube drum is made of steel and
Is cast in one piece. It has no rivets, bolts, or inside
blades end is, therefore, easily kept clean. A large driving
gear is fastened on one cube and has a tracker flare that runs
on the trunnion rollers. A steel tracker is fastened to the
other cube in the same position as the driving gear (Pig. 52).
The materials are measured and proportioned
in the automatic machine and carried to the drums on a travel-
ing belt. The drums are charged in batches. The measuring
machine has a v-shaped hopper which is subdivided by two
hopper partitions set to obtain the desired proportions. The
measuring wheel (Fig. 53 ) is fifteen inches in diameter, and
holds twelve cubic feet. The materials fill the compartments
by their angle of repose. The flow is cut off by the chute
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being raised automatically. Plates on the hoppers of the
measuring machine are intended to take care of the varying
angle of repose due to moisture or different degrees of coarse-
ness in the materials.
The materials are delivered into the first cube
where they are mixed and automatically passed into the second
cube and further mixed. The water may be added in the first
cube, or second cube» or both. The advantage claimed for the
double cube is that the materials may be mixed dry in the
first cube and passed into the second cube before the 7;ater
is added. The dry cement does not come in contact with the
wet drum until it has been mixed with sand and stone and there
is no tendency for it to ball up. The mixing action is the
same as that of the ordinary cube drums.
The f ''ame is made of heavy timbers. • The drums
are supported on four trunnion rollers with chilled surfaces
and provided with bronz bushed bearings. The power is trans-
mitted by gears.
The American Mixer.
The Am^erican Mixer is made by the Cargill
itonufacturing Company at Columbus, Ohio. It is a batch mixer
of odd design (Fig.54). The drum remains stationary during
the mixing process, ani the mixing is done by paddle blades
keyed to a revolving shaft (Pig. 55).
The mixer drurr (Pig. 56) is substantially
built. It is composed of two heavy cast steel heads to which
the shell is bolted. The shell is in three sections and the
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lower section is made extra thick to v;ithstand the v;ear to which
it is subjected. The corners are v;ell braced. The drum has
one opening at the top which is used to receive and discharge
the batch.
The concrete is mixed by the revolving blades which
turn the material over, bringing the bottom of the batch to the
surface, doubling it back, and grinding the entire batch to-
gether. The materials are placed in the drum in any order, and
there combined until mixed. The revolving blades completely
cover the circular portion of the drum and clean it with every
revolution.
The mixer is charged and discharged while running
at full speed. During the mixing process, the drum remains
stationary in an upright position, bat when ready to discharge,
a friction clutch on the main gear shaft, operated by a lever,
revolves the drum to the discharging position. Upon releasing
the discharge lever, the drum automatically returns to its up-
right position. The revolving blades aid in the complete dis-
charge as they entirely cover the circular portion of the drum,
keeping it free from any accumulation.
All the shafting used is made of rolled steel.
The paddle arms and all important castings are made of malleable
iron. The blades are made of steel plate and are easily adjusted.
The frame is oak, and all corners are aagle braced, and tension
rods are used to increase the rigidity.
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Tfeight with gas Height of Hoppers
Power - lbs. from ground .inches
3000 56
3800 59
5500 64
6900 68
The Chicago Cube Mixer.
The Chicago Cube Mixer is made by the Ivlunicipal
Engineering and Contracting Company at Chicago, Illinois. The
mixer is of the tilting batch type having a cubical drum (Fig. 44)
The drum is made ofannealed steel plates supplied
with inner wearing plates. The edges of the cube are rolled
to a radius of three and one-half inches. The corners are
reinforced with steel caps. The interior of the drum is free
from any mixing blades or buckets. The main driving gear is
riveted to the drum by four arms (Fig.44). The d-rum is shown
in the discharging position in (Fig. 45).
The mixing principle of the cube and polygon
drums is unlike that of the drums with interior mixing blades.
The batch is kneaded together in one mass by the chanf^ing
angles of the sides of the drum (Fig. 46). The material is
them throvm in many directions and folded over on itself by
the revolving drum. The advocates of the cubical drum claim
that the kneading action of the entire batch as a unit pro-
duces a more uniform and denser mixture than that produced
by the other types of drums with inside blades.
The concrete is discharged by tilting the drum
while running at fixXl speed. The small size machines are
Capacity
ou . yd s . hr
.
6
10
16
70

56
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tilted by means of a hand lever and the large capacity mixers
are equipped with a ppv/er tilt. All or any part of the hatch
can be discharged as desired.
The main frame end tilting frames are made of
steel, and the tilting frame is supported by two steel racks
(Fig. 45). All rollers and trackers are cast in a chill.
Bronze bushings are used in the roller nnd main bearings.
The mixer can be equipped vjith an automatic water tank (Fig. 47)
any kind of power, and any of the standard charging devices.
Capacity Weight without
cu. yds. hr. power - lbs.
5i 1300
20 3150
40 6800
The Polygon Mixer.
The Polygon Mixer is manufactured by the
Waterloo Cement Machinery Corporation at ^/aterloo, Iowa.
The mixer is of the tilting batch type (Fig. 42).
The drum of the Polygon Mixer is unique
in its construction (Fig. 43). It is formed by the two
truncated cones mounted on the heads of a cylindrical drum in
such a way that the original axis of the drum is inclined at
an angle of forty-five degrees to the main axis of the mixer.
The drum is made of heavy steel plate and is carried by a
tilting frame of heavy channel steel.
The mixing action of the drum is indepen-
dent of mixing blades, as the interior is free from any blades
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or buckets. As the drum revolves, the material is thrown
in nearly every direction, doubled upon itself, and churned
and kneaded by the constantly changing angles of the interior.
The charging and discharging openings are on op-
posite sides of the drum. The discharge spout is tapered
to prevent dripping. The tilting frame is hung on steel
trunnions. The concrete is discharged by tilting the drum
Thile running at full speed. All or part of the batch can be
discharged as desired.
The main frame is made of I - beams. The pov/er
transmission consists of four gears that are protected by
shields. The traveler rings on the drum revolve on chilled
travler wheels provided with bronze bushings. The mixer is
furnished with any kind of charging device and the power equip-
ment comprises either steam, gasoline, or electric motor as the
purchaser desires.
Output V/eight without
cu. yd. hr. power - lbs.
9 1800
20 4400
38 7000
The Glover Leaf Mixer,
i-'he clover Leaf Mixer is manufactured by the
Clover Leaf Mixer Company at South Bend, Indiana. The mixer
belongs to the tilting batch type, and the drum is of very
unique design (J'ig. 48 }„

The "Clover Leaf" on Trucks with Engine Housed
The "Involute
(Curved" Drum
/vy. 49
The "Clover Leaf" in Dumping Position
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The mixer derives its name from the resemhlance
that a section through the drum hears to the clover leaf.
There are no pockets in which the materials can lodge. All
angles are inward and self cleaning. The drum is made of
steel plates riveted at the involutes. The main driving
gear is cast in one piece and is holted to the drum hy three
steel "brackets, {i'ig 28 )
The mixing is done without wings or deflectors.
As the material is carried along, it falls when it reaches a
certain point {Fig, 49). In falling, the material Is doubled
over three times during each revolution. A part of the mass
falls and is doubled over from the. upper involute curve, while
the balance falls and is doubled over from the section of the
curve Just below. The cone-shaped ends of the drum produce
an end to end mixing in addition to that described above.
The concrete is discharged, when mixed, by tilting
the drum (Fig. 50). The drum is tilted by a hand lever, and
all or any part of the batch can be discharged as desired.
From (Fig. 48) it is seen that the Glover Leaf
construction is strong and ample. The frame is made of steel
channel and the main shaft bearings are provided with bronze
bushings and hard oil cups for proper lubrication. The
travelers are chilled on the outside, while the inside is cored
for filling v/ith wool saturated with oil. The Clover Leaf
Mixer is light and portable. A special machine for portable
work equipped with folding loading platforms is shown in (Fig.51).
Any kind of power or charging device will be furnished at Che

buyer's option^
Capacity 7/eight without
ou. yds. hr. power - I'bs.
4i 1850
6 2250
9 2550
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IV. Continuous Mixers.
The first continuous mixer was the old pug-mill machine.
This mixer consisted of a long and narrow paddle spiral revolv-
ing in a trough through which the materials were forced from
one end to the other. This machine had many faults. Against
it stood the small diameter of its mixing chamber, which caused
the paddles to run submerged and permitted no other mixing
action than a mere churning and crowding. The materials were
not lifted and overturned as they should be. Because of the
narrow mixing chamber, it was necessary to get rid of the con-
crete as soon as it reached the discharge end. The concrete
could not be held and discharged at will. It is desirable in
most jobs that a mixer be capable of discharging a part or
the entire mass of concrete at will.
While improving the continuous mixer, the majority of the
manufacturers have retained the pug-mill type of mixing appa-
ratus. Its continued use in the pug-mill for tempering clay
has led to its application to concrete mixing.
In the other type of continuous mixer, the inventors seem
to have tried to combine the batch and continuous mixers into
one machine. As a result they have produced a mixer with an
automatic proportioning device and a revolving drum in which the
mixing action resembles that of the batch mixer. The drum con-
sists of a long cylindrical steel tube with steel flanges rivet-
ed to its interior. As the tube revolves, the materials are
carried up by the flanges and showered off to the bottom. The
tube is inclined so that the materials gradually work their
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way to the discharge end.
An improvement over the single trough pug-mill type of
mixer in some respects, is the double trough mixer. In this
machine there are two parallel troughs and paddle shafts.
The paddle shafts revolve in opposite directions and the mater-
ials are thrown from one shaft to the other until a uniform
mixture is obtained.
Good results have been obtained with the single trough
pug-mill tjrpe of mixer, but the paddle shaft must be intelli-
gently designed before a uniform mixture is produced. There
is a possibility of the materials being merely pushed along
in the trough without being mixed properly.
All continuous mixers of the pug-mill type give more or
less trouble from stones that become wedged between the mixing
paddles and the trough. It is a desirable feature in this
type of machine, to have a reversible mixing shaft in order
that the large stones may be easily removed and the mixing
resumed without delay.
There are three types of automatic proportioning devices
used on continuous mixers; the sliding plate feed, revolving
bucket feed, and screw conveyor. These devices are described
in detail with the machines on which they are used.
The objection to all automatic feeding devices is that
the wearing of the parts is liable to render them inaccurate,
this difficulty has been avoided somewhat by constructing the
devices adjustable for wear. Pine sand will flow more readily
than course, and damp sand has a tendency to bridge in the
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hoppers. Agitators and other devices have been placed in the
hoppers to take care of these varying conditions.
Unlike the batch mixer, it is impossible to discharge
concrete from a continuous machine until it has gone the length
of the trough and received the full amount of mixing. Although
the product of the continuous mixers may be inferior to that
of the batch machines, the concrete turned out by a continuous
mixer on one occasion is mixed to the same degree of xmiform-
ity as that turned out at any other time. The long trough on
a continuous mixer enables the materials to be mixed dry in
the first part and the water to be added near the discharge end.
Continuous mixers are more easily cleaned than batch ma-
chines. The mixing apparatus is easily accessible and it may
be washed out with a hose when necessary.
All that has been said about the general construction of
the batch mixers will apply to the continuous machines. The
engine and all gears should be housed. Chilled wearing parts
such as paddle blades and trunnions add to the durability of
the mixer. All bearings should be protected from dust and pro-
vided with grease cups.
It is a desirable feature to hive a water pump as a part of
the equipment that will wet the concrete independently of a city
water supply.
At first continuous mixers were not looked upon with favor
by engineers and contractors. It was thought that the quality
of concrete was inferior to that produced by the batch mixer.
With the continuous mixers of the present day this contention
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can no longer be upheld. Their light weight, convenient size,
and portability have brought about their general use on all
classes of work where the most perfect quality of concrete is
not desired.
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The Kent Mixer.
The Kent Mixer is manufactured by the Kent Machine Company
at Kent, Ohio, It is a continuous, automatic measuring mixer
in which the entire process - measuring, dry mixing, wetting,
and wet mixing - is automatic, mechanical, and continuous (Pig. 63)
The hopper feeders on the Kent consist of a flat plate feeding
device with a large area in contact with and supporting tie sand
and cement (Pig. 64). At each forward movement, the feed plate
carries with it from the hopper a layer of material equal in
thickness to the height of the discharge opening. At the same
time, the material in the hopper falls down by gravity and takes
the place of the portion removed, so that on its return stroke
tlje feed plate cannot carry the layer of material back to the
hopper, but is withdrawn from under it, thus allowing the layer
of material to fall into the mixing trough. The materials al-
ways move toward and into a widening space so that the retarding
effect of the friction on the side walls is eliminated. The
proportions can be regulated by varying the height of the dis-
charge opening. The desired proportions are obtained by means
of the pointer and graduated arc (Pig. 65). The lower edges
of the sliding plate are provided with removable wearing strips
which may be adjusted for wear.
The capacity can be varied by changing the position of the
hand lever arm which projects from beneath the sand hopper.
This adjusts the distance that the feed plates move at each recip-
rocation and thus regulates the sand and cement feed simultaneous-
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ly without changing the relative proportions of the materials.
The feed can be stopped entirely and the mixing trough allowed
to run empty.
The single shaft "pug-mill" type of mixing apparatus is
used. The paddles (Pig. 66) are made of cast iron with their
outer ends chilled. The materials are mixed by the chopping and
stirring action of the revolving blades. More than half of the
length of the trough is used for dry mixing before the stone
and water are added. Two water sprays are provided, one spray-
ing directly into the trough and the other into the stone hop-
per before the stone is discharged in the dry mix. The regula-
tion of the water supply is under the control of the operator.
In case a stone becomes wedged between the mixing paddles and
trough, the mixing shaft can be reversed; it will then turn
back one-eighth of a turn and automatically stop, A lever may
then be thrown in and the mixing resumed.
The feed plates are mounted on roller bearings completely
housed. The hoppers are built of heavy guage steel. The bear-
ings are made of cast iron, bored out to fit the shafts. When
ordered with the machine, a traction drive can be furnished mak-
ing it more convenient for distributing concrete over long
stretches as in sewer, curbing, and street paving.
Capacity Weight Complete Length Width
cu.yds.m. lbs.
Gasoline Power
5-6 1925 11 ft. 50 in.8-9 3175 12ft. lOin. 57 in.
15 - 17 6800 15ft. 4 in. 73 in.
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The Eureka Mixer.
The Eureka Mixer is made by the Eureka Machine Company,
at Lansing, Michigan. It is a continuous mixer with a single
mixing trough (Fig. 57). It being long and narrow makes it
adaptable for work in narrow streets or cramped places.
A patented measuring device is used to feed the materials
to the mixing trough (Pig. 58'. This arrangement consists of
revolving steel feeders at the bottom of the supply hoppers.
These pocketed feeders deliver the materials into the mixing
compartment in small batches. Rolls above the feeders keep the
pockets full of material. A worm agitator in the sand hopper
prevents the material from bridging. The feeders are made of
crucible steel, cast in one piece and machine finished. The
proportions are measured by increasing or decreasing the capacity
of the pockets of the feeders by inserting or removing plates.
These plates are numbered, and the proportion card shows what
plates are used to obtain the desired proportions.
The mixing trough is very long and is made of steel plate.
The concrete has to run the length of the trough before it can
be discharged. This insures that all the concrete is mixed to
the same degree of uniformity. A steel shaft, on which are
keyed paddle blades (Pig. 59) revolves in the trough, mixing
the materials and forcing them to the discharge end. The blades
cut through the materials from the bottom, lift and pour them
over and through each other. The cement and sand are mixed dry
in the first part of the trough before the addition of stone
and water. After this follows a wet mixing of the whole mass.

CROSS SECTIONAL VIEW OI' EUREKA FEEDING DEVICE
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The power is transmitted by means of a belt drive with auto-
matic idler. The belt will slip in case of great strain on the
mixer. The machine is stopped or started easily by means of a
lever. Another lever disengages the feeders, allowing the mix-
ing compartment to empty.
The Eureka is equipped with a high pressure rotary pump,
making the outfit independent of a city water pressure. The
pump starts and stops with the mixer, and the amount of water
is regulated by valves.
The frame and trucks are made of steel. The trucks have
the three point suspension feature which prevents vibration
when the machine is standing on uneven ground. A reservoir for
storing the mixed concrete is attached to the discharge end of
the trough, permitting the concrete to be discharged in small
batches. When the reservoir is raised, the concrete will dis-
charge in a steady stream. The material bins are made of steel
plate, and the engine and all bearings are protected by steel
housings. Any kind of power equipment desired can be furnished.
The machine, having a capacity from twenty to thirty-five cubic
yards an hour, weighs 4700 lbs. complete.
The Coltrin Mixer,
The Coltrin Mixer is manufactured by the Knickerbocker Com-
pany at Jackson, Michigan. It is a continuous mixer with a
single mixing trough (Pig. 60) and a mixing blade of unique
design (Fig. 61).
The proportioning device is shown in Fig. 62. The materials
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are fed into the mxing trough by reciprocating pockets. The pro-
portions are regulated by a device that changes the cubical
contents of these pockets. Agitators are used in the cement,
sand and stone hoppers to prevent the materials from bridging.
The feeding action can be stopped at any instant, and the trough
allowed to run empty.
The mixing trough is made of steel plate. Its axis is
inclined to the horizontal and its section area increases toward
the discharge end. The mixing shaft is composed of seven steel
blades twisted to a spiral and bolted at either end to a steel
casting. The shafts are sixty-three inches long, ten inches in
diameter at the front end and twenty at the discharge end. These
blades will pass three and one-half inch stone, and if larger
stone should be shoveled in, the clutch will slip and avoid any
danger of breakage. As the shaft revolves, the blades cut through
the materials, lifting and pouring them toward the discharge end.
The concrete can be collected at the end of the trough and dis-
charged in batches, or it may be discharged in a steady stream.
The frame is made of hard maple with mortised suid tenoned
joint held by bolts. The power is transmitted by a pinion on
the engine shaft which connects with a gear on a counter shaft
connects with a gear on the mixing shaft. The driving parts
are housed for protection against dust. The machines are made
with capacities varying from three to sixteen cubic yards per
hour. A water tank is furnished for use where city pressure
is not available.

Cut No. 1 showing Mixing Cylinder in all Coltrins
except Nos. 1 and 18.
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Capacity Weight Length Width
cu.yds.hr. Complete
8ft. 4in. 4 ft.
10" 0" 45 in.
10" 0" 55 in.
10" 0" 55 in.
The Hartwick Mixer.
I The Hartwick Mixer is made by the Hall-Holmes Manufacturing
Company at Jackson, Michigan. It is of the continuous type
with a double mixing trough (Fig. 69).
The proportioning feeders consist of three hoppers set
crosswise of the mixing trough. The two outside hoppers will
handle all kinds of material up to five inches in diameter.
The middle one is for cement only. The two outside hoppers pro-
portion the sand and aggregate by means of a reciprocating plate
which forms the bottom of the hopper. As the plate moves out
it carries out a layer of material and drops it into the mixing
trough on the return stroke. The different proportions are ob-
tained by means of a steel plate which increases or decreases
the area of the outlet. The cement proportions are obtained by
means of a rotary cup feed over which is placed a steel slide.
By changing the position of the slide, any desired proportion
can be fed. An agitator in the cement bin prevents arching.
The advantage claimed for the double trough over the single
trough is a more uniform and thorough mix. The two sets of mix-
ing blades revolve in opposite directions (Pig. 69) and throw
the material together at the center and from one set of blades
to the other. In a single trough mixer with one sliaft, there is
a tendency for the paddle to simply turn the material over and
5 1500 lb.
8 1900 "
12 2600 "
16 3200 "

This cut illustrates the Double Mixing Trough with two sets of Mixing
Flights, used on all Double Mixers. It also shows the three-
compartment feeder, made entirely of steel.
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auger it out.
The frames are made of white oak. The driving mechanism
consists of two heavy spur gears with a pinion and two sprockets.
All bearings are provided with dust-proof hard oil cups. A fric-
tion clutch enables the machine to be shut down without stopping
the engine, and also prevents breakage in case the mixing shaft
becomes cloggeci. The feeders may be stopped and the trough
allowed to run empty. Any kind of power is furnished at the
buyer's option.
Capacity Weight without
cu.yds.hr. power - lbs.
7^ 2350
11 2620
15 2850
The Eclipse Mixer.
The Eclipse Mixer is manufactured by Geo. C. Christopher
and Son at Wichita, Kansas. It is a continuous single-trough
mixer with automatic feeders (Pig. 67),
Eclipse mixers are equipped witi a force feed proportioning
device. The materials are carried from the hoppers by screw
conveyors (Pig. 68). At each revolution of the screw, a definite
amount of sand is delivered into the mixing chamber. The cement
is delivered into the mixing chamber by a screw conveyor driven
by a ratchet wheel. This wheel is connected by an arm to the
paddle shaft and works independently of the sand measure. By
loosening a bolt the mixture can be changed from one-to-one to
one- to- twelve , or any intermediate proportion. The feed may be
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PLAN OF PORTABLE ECLIPSE MIXER
Showing measuring devices, mixing paddles and general arrangement of all working parts

cut off at any time and the mixer allowed to run empty. The
stone is fed by a revolving bucket, so that at each revolution
of the bucket, the desired amount of stone is delivered. The
number of revolutions of the bucket is controlled by interchange-
able sprockets, and any amount of stone can be obtained.
The mixing paddles are mounted on a shaft and mix and deliv-
er the concrete to the end of the mixing chamber, which will
store a wheelbarrow load. The mixing chamber is long,, and the
material is turned several times. The materials are mixed by
the chopping and stirring action of the paddle shaft. The mixer
is equipped with a water tank and spray pipe.
The mixing trough and hoppers are made of blue annealed
steel. All gearing and working parts are inclosed in a dust-
tight housing and each bearing is equipped with a brass oil-cup.
The engine housing can be entirely ©moved. A friction clutch
Is used to prevent breakages that would otherwise be caused by
! large stones getting in the mixing chamber. The capacity la
adjustable and may be chaqged from two to five cubic yards per
hour. The changes in adjusting the capacity are simple.
The Svenson Mixer.
The Svenson Mixer is manufactured by the Svenson-Shuman
Company at Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. It is of the continuous
type with a single mixing trough (Pig. 70).
The proportioning apparatus consists of a screw blade whldi
revolves under the hoppers and carries out a definite amount of
material at each revolution (Fig. 71). The proportions are
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THE SVENSON PROPORTIONING MIXER
~/a. 70
ONLY FIVE RUNNING PARTS—All on one shaft
One large gear F
One friction clutch
One jaw clutch CD
One screw conveyor
One main shaft with paddles
FOP FftiCTio» 1 ^ [ ^ ron j/jw clutch
CLUTCH 'T I
Friction clutch
,
to sta/pt
STOP SV^I^yTt^lVif MHIL£
iT/vef/v^ /=fovs
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changed by a hand wheel that varies the outlet area at the bot-
tom of the hoppers.
The mixing is done in a trough by paddles keyed to a revolv-
ing shaft. Part of the mixing is done by the screw as it forces
the sand and cement from the hoppers into the mixing trough.
The materials are dry mixed in the first part of the trough and
the water is added near the discharge end. A storage bin is
attached to the discharge end of the trough and will hold a wheel
barrow load of concrete. If the bin is raised, the concrete
will be discharged in a steady stream.
The machine is operated by three levers. One opens and
closes the discharge gate. The second throws the conveyor aarm
in and out of gear. The third lever operates the friction clutch
tj^at transfers the power from the engine. If the paddle shaft
becomes clogged, the clutch will slip and prevent breakage. To
clean the mixer it is only necessary to wash out the mixing
trough with a hose.
The trough and feed hoppers are made of steel plate. The
frame is all steel and is supported on three points. All the
main bearings are protected from dust by covers and interlocking
collars. The paddle blades and screw conveyor are chilled. Any
kind of power desired is furnished.
The Simplex Mixer.
The Simplex Mixer is made by the Miles Manufacturing Company
at Jackson, Llichigan. It is a continuous mixer in which the
materials are mixed by their passage through the revolving cylin-
crical mixing trough (Pig. 79).
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The drum is made of heavy gauge boiler iron. Six steel flar^es
are riveted to the interior of the driira and aid in the mixing
process. A sprocket wheel is riveted to the drtun near the upper
end, and the drum is revolved by a chain running on this wheel.
The mixing drum is set at an angle so that at each revolution
the materials are carried about two inches toward the discharge
end. The materials are aixed dry in the upper end of the drum,and
the water is added to the mix near the discharge end. The regu-
lation of the water supply is under the control of the operator.
The automatic proportioning apparatus (Figs. 80, 81 and 82)
is a three -compartment hopper. The materials are conveyed into
the mixing drum by three heavy conveyor chains with scraper
^.inks. The desired proportions are obtained by eccentric propor-
tioning disks which regulate the height of the outlet openings
in the feeder hoppers.
The frame-work is entirely of steel, and the engine hous-
ing is made of wood. A friction clutch controls the feed. By
throwing a lever, the flow of the materials is stopped and the
drum continues revolving until emptied. The mixer is built in
only one size, which has a capacity up to ten cubic yards per
hour, but it can be adjusted for smaller capacities.
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Street Paving Mixers.
The general use of concrete in paving construction has
put upon the market special concrete mixing machines called
Street Pavers. (Pigs. 72 to 78) These machines consist of
an ordinary batch or continuous mixer with additional equipment
for paving work. A street paving mixer is subject to greater
strains and vibration than an ordinary mixer, and should, there-
fore, be constructed entirely of steel and iron in a compact
and portable form. The frarae should be very rigid. A rear
discharge is better for this type of mixer than the side dis-
charge used on ordinary mixers. If the mixer is of the batch
type (the best type for a street paver), a power loader is
the most economical method of charging the drum. The loader
should have the capacity of a full batch.
It is essential that the machine be self-propelling and
that the traction drive be reversible for moving it along the
streets. This enables it to be kept at the exact location for
most rapid work with least handling or hauling of materials.
The traction drive should be sufficiently powerful to propel
the machine up a considerable grade.
It is desirable to bring the various levers controlling
the operations of hoisting, discharging, and traction to one
point where the entire operation can be controlled by the
engineer. Standard flanged car wheels are a valuable part of
the equipment, as they may be substituted and the mixer drawn
on a trolley car track.
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Two methods for distributing the concrete are in general
use. It may be delivered to the desired place by means of an
inclined chute (Figs. 72 and 73) or by a delivery boom with an
automatic dumping bucket (Figs. 75 and 77). The distributing
apparatus swings through an arc of 180° and delivers the concrete
where needed.
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No. U Special Street Paving Mixer equipped with flanged
wheels for operating on street ear hnes and railways.
7^
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V. CONCLUSIONS.
It is impossible to say off-hand that any one mixer is
best adapted to general concrete construction, or that it is a
better machine than the others. The selection of the type of
mixer varies with the conditions under which it is to be used.
A mixer that gives perfect satisfaction on one job may prove
inefficient on another. In determining the capacity best suited
for any kind of work, the nature of the work to be done, the
organization of the labor, and the equipment of which it is to
be a part, are the governing criterions. The smaller the mixer,
the greater will be the saving in first cost, freight, installa-
tion, and repairs. To the casual observer, the standard types
of mixers are quite similar in appearance. The relative merits
of each mixer, can only he determined by studying the principles
of the mixing action and the design and quality of the materials
that enter into its construction.
For work requiring large quantities of well mixed concrete
the writer would recommend a batch mixer of maximum capacity
and with a tilting discharge. With a machine of this type, the
concrete can be dumped into cars and quickly transported.
For small jobs and work of medium quantity where it is not
essential to have a concrete of maximum strength, a continuous
mixer will prove economical and efficient.
When a high grade product is demanded on medium sized jobs,
the standard batch mixers give best results.



